
Dermatologists have a dirty little secret.

It’s the reason they have such gorgeous skin…

They know something about wrinkles that they hide from most patients…

…something I’m going to tell you right now…

It’s the one thing they do differently than most women…

And it’s something they can diagnose in 2 seconds of seeing your face -

But 95% of the time, they won’t tell you what they see…

…instead, they’ll use this insider info to suggest an expensive, painful treatment.

You see, there are two types of wrinkles…

My name is Andi Wright -

I work in Clinical Research at Del Mar Laboratories.

We felt we owed it to our customers to expose this industry secret…

Because once you can diagnose your own wrinkles,

You can treat them properly…

So I’ll show you how to get the “total package” treatment for just pennies a day…

You see, our lab just tested all the latest ingredients from France, Japan and Korea…

…and we found five that can get you “facelift-quality” results.

One of them is a simple protein that some people are calling “botox in a bottle”...

…Here’s how well it worked in a lab test…

Another two ingredients work just like popular “wrinkle filler” injections…



…using proteins from your own body to plump up your skin…

…and these produced some shocking results, too.

A fourth ingredient helps vanish the appearance of dark spots, like a dermapeel…

And the last one is like a sponge for moisture, so it’s a must-have for dry, thinning skin.

(and a little hint: it’s the exact same ingredient as you’ll find in fillers like JuveDerm).

I’ll show you where to get each of them for 80% less than you’d spend at retail…

Because this is the perfect skin routine for any woman over 45.

This is what we’re all using around the office, and trust me, we’ve tried everything…

So at first, we were extremely skeptical that there was anything new…

And we definitely didn’t think we could get “dermatologist-level” results from home…

Imagine taking 15 years off your appearance…

Ironing out those creases around your lips and eyes…

Firming up those sagging eye bags, cheeks and marionette lines…

Adding thick, plump volume to thinning skin…

Yes, these are real results.

This works whether you’re 25 or 85…

It works if you’re just starting to see wrinkles, or if your face is covered with them…

It goes against a lot of what you’ve heard…

So of course, the entire skincare industry is in revolt about this video…

…if more women knew about this, it would wipe away billions of dollars of profits…



…and it’d probably put a few major companies out of business.

It’s that big a deal.

So it's very important that you watch this presentation right now, until the very end…

Because there’s a real chance that the cosmetic companies will force us to take this
down.

They hate that we’re telling you exactly which five compounds you need…

…and they really hate that we’ll show you how to get them for so cheap.

And dermatologists don’t like this either - because they know that they’re going to lose
out on a lot of bookings.

Because if you went to a dermatologist, here’s what she’d do:

First, she’d look next to your eyes, on your forehead, and around your lips…

That’s where you might have dynamic wrinkles.

Those are “expression lines” you get from years of smiling, squinting, frowning, and
laughing.

Try this - smile for just a second...

You’ll feel the tension next to your mouth… and up through your cheeks.

You’ll feel the same thing if you pout your lips… like you’re sucking through a straw…

In both of these cases, your muscles are contracting…

And that pulls your skin into the little “grooves” created by your muscles.

So that’s what leads to those fine lines and creases around your mouth, your eyes, and
on your forehead.

Over the years, those lines get etched into your skin - these are known as dynamic
wrinkles.



So if a dermatologist saw these, she’d recommend botox.

You see, botox paralyzes the muscles beneath your skin…

So they relax and “smooth out”...

…and that makes the dynamic wrinkles seem to “disappear”.

Unfortunately, the treatment isn’t permanent…

It does nothing for the health of your skin…

And you need to get it done every 3 months or so.

So I have a better suggestion to smooth out these dynamic wrinkles -

I’ll share that in just a second…

But right now, let’s talk about the other wrinkle your dermatologist is looking for:

Static wrinkles.

These make you look a lot older than you feel.

Your dermatologist would look along your cheek bones…

Beneath the sides of your mouth…

Under your eyes…

…and she’d definitely look closely at your neck.

She’s looking for drooping, sagging skin… that’s the hallmark of a static wrinkle.

These show up when your skin’s proteins - its collagen and elastin - start to break down.

That makes your skin weaker…

So gravity starts to pull on it…



And it leads to those folds and creases we all hate so much... and also, a big loss in
volume.

Think of a balloon that’s been stretched tight with air for a few days:

When the air starts to leak out, it gets all wrinkled and creased.

This type of wrinkle becomes painfully obvious in our fifties…

And our skin usually gets thinner, and more crepey too…

…because by that time, we’ve had a few decades of collagen and elastin breakdown…

…and a few decades of gravity tugging on our skin.

And here’s what’s really unfair -  our bodies produce less and less collagen and elastin
each year.

Worst of all, a lot of our modern habits can break down these skin proteins a lot faster.

Sun exposure, stress, processed foods, alcohol, smoking and lots of sugar…

All these produce lots of free radicals in our bodies…

Those are like little “pac mans” that eat away our collagen and elastin.

And whether it’s from gravity… aging… or harmful free radicals… the effect is the same:

That thin, crepey, sagging “old lady” skin…

So this is when dermatologists happily suggest expensive fillers like JuveDerm.

These injections are simple: they “plump up” your sagging skin

…like blowing air back into a balloon…

…so your volume returns, and your wrinkles look like they’ve disappeared.

But just like with Botox, these fillers need needles…



They’re expensive…

And you’ve got to keep going back for more!

Of course, the next thing your dermatologist would look at is your texture and tone…

Is your skin soft and buttery… or rough and leathery?

And she’d be looking for dark spots, too…

…because those are more signs of free radical damage.

Now if you’re like me, maybe you grew up using tanning beds, or laying out with those
reflective mirrors…

…and yeah, that “sun kissed” skin looked great in our twenties, but we’re paying for it
now…

…because sun damage unleashes free radicals like nothing else.

So if that describes you, your dermatologist would probably recommend a dermapeel, a
laser, or both…

…that’s to zap away the top layers of the skin, and destroy those free radicals.

Now, these treatments all get great results…

It’s why they’re so popular - and expensive.

So we went to our lab team with a question…

…is there anything out there that works like these treatments…

…but which isn’t painful… and doesn’t cost an arm and a leg?

We work with some of the best chemists in the world…

And thanks to our tremendous growth… and our customer loyalty…



All the top skincare scientists in Europe and Asia now know about Del Mar Laboratories.

That gives us access to ingredients most women have no idea even existed!

So we asked our research partners to send us their latest innovations…

And we weren’t let down… we had 164 different boxes arrive… they were actually
spilling out from the store room…

It took us months to review all the research, and conduct our own lab tests.

But that’s our process… it’s rigorous, and it was worth it…

Because we narrowed our picks down to five ingredients…

…and if you’re over 45, then this is the hot new skincare routine to try.

We can erase years off your appearance… for some women, it’s up to a decade, in just
thirty days…

And we have to start by treating your dynamic wrinkles…

Remember, those are the fine lines and creases you get from the muscles in your face.

We need something that can “freeze” your face muscles, just like botox does…

After sorting through a dozen compounds that claimed to do this, we found the closest
thing to “botox in a bottle”:

It’s a simple little peptide that’s chemically identical to an active compound in botox…

…so it works exactly the same way:

It gently relaxes the muscles beneath your skin, to smooth out those creases and fine
lines…

And it doesn’t even need an injection!

And this peptide - it’s called Argirelene - it works fast.



Clinical data shows that it delivers a 17% reduction in the appearance of wrinkles, in just
fifteen days!1

And it gets even better after thirty days:

You can see a full 27% reduction in the appearance of those dynamic wrinkles!2

If you’re sixty years old, that’s like erasing ten to fifteen years of fine lines and
creases…

So if you want to “iron out” the appearance of your smile lines, your crows feet, and your
forehead wrinkles…

…Argireline is what you need.

So now we have to take care of those static wrinkles:

Remember - that’s when your skin gets saggy and weak…

So it looks like gravity is pulling down on it…

It’s the “old lady” drooping in our jowls and necklines…

And if you recall, static wrinkles happen when your collagen and elastin get weak…

So we’ve got to boost up those two skin proteins…

We reviewed about two dozen collagen and elastin boosters…

Each of them had great results…

Yet in both the clinical trials - and in our own real-world tests - there were two clear
winners.

To start, Matrixyl 3000 was just astonishing.

2 Blanes-Mira, C., Clemente, J., Jodas, G., Gil, A., Fernandez-Ballester, G., Ponsati, B., Gutierrez, L.,
Perez-Paya, E. and Ferrer-Montiel, A., 2002. A synthetic hexapeptide (Argireline) with antiwrinkle activity.
International Journal of Cosmetic Science, 24(5), pp.303-310.

1 Blanes-Mira, C., Clemente, J., Jodas, G., Gil, A., Fernandez-Ballester, G., Ponsati, B., Gutierrez, L.,
Perez-Paya, E. and Ferrer-Montiel, A., 2002. A synthetic hexapeptide (Argireline) with antiwrinkle activity.
International Journal of Cosmetic Science, 24(5), pp.303-310.
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It’s a peptide from a specialty lab in France - and it “sends a message” down through
your skin cells…

…commanding your deep dermal layer to produce more collagen.

And not just a little bit more…

This incredible compound is shown to increase collagen production by  258%!3

I mean, that’s just stunning…

And if you want to know what that means for your skin, look at these lab numbers:

8.6% thicker, plumper skin…

16% less roughness…

And 68% less wrinkle depth!4

Yes… these are real, clinically validated results…

They’re the kind of results that have your friends and family begging for your youth
secret, and asking if you’ve had any work done…

Then, we added Matrixyl Synthe-6…

It’s in the same family of peptides, and this one is very special…

You see, if you’re over 50, then some of your dynamic wrinkles have started to become
static wrinkles.

If you see any wrinkles on your forehead or around your eyes…

Even when your face is perfectly still…

4 “MatrIxyl. In vivo Anti-wrinkle Test On Volunteers Using Retinol” Sederma research publication, October
2000, Vol. 1

3 http://www.smartskincare.com/treatments/topical/Matrixyl3000report.p
df “MatrIxyl. In vivo Anti-wrinkle Test On Volunteers Using Retinol” Sederma research publication, October
2000, Vol. 1
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…then it’s happening to you.

Basically, your skin’s collagen has gotten really weak in these “emotion zones”...

And the wrinkles get “etched in”.

So Synthe-6 is a special little peptide that targets these specific areas on your face…

And in lab tests, we saw up to 105% more collagen production!5

In real world tests, that shows up as 62% less wrinkle depth…

…and a 77% increased “tightening effect.”

So let’s pause for a second, and review these three little peptides…

We start with Argireline - our “botox in a bottle”...

…to smooth out those dynamic wrinkles and creases.

Then there’s Matrixyl 3000 - the “natural wrinkle filler”...

…that’s to boost your key skin proteins, and counteract gravity, sagging and drooping…

And finally, there’s Matrixyl Synthe-6…

…that’s to lift and tighten those “carved-in” wrinkles on your face.

This tri-peptide blend is the most effective combo we tested for total wrinkle defense.

Imagine getting Botox tomorrow…

Then a JuveDerm wrinkle filler treatment a week later…

…and you might get a sense for just how potent these “wrinkle erasing” ingredients
are…

5 Sederma. MATRIXYL synthe 6 - Wrinkle filling by stimulation of the synthesis of 6 major structural
components of the skin Maquart F, Simeon A, Pasco S, Monboisse J. Regulation of l'activité cellulaire par
la matrix extracelluaire : the concept of matrikines. J Soc Biol. 1999;193(4): Fournial A, Mondon P,
Peschard O, inventors; New compounds, in particular peptides, compositions comprising them and
cosmetic and dermopharmaceutical uses. patent WO/2010/
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…but that’s only when you use them at the correct, clinical dose.

Now this is really important:

You see, there are a few products out there with these ingredients…

…we evaluated all of them.

Unfortunately, most are underdosed… so your skin doesn’t get enough of what it
needs…

…and then you think to yourself “well, that didn’t work for me.”

But trust me - we were using these ingredients at their correct, clinical dose…

…and it was totally noticeable in the mirror…

…for some of us in just two weeks, and for others it was about 30 days.

Now, in the few products we saw with correct doses, the price tag was about $300…

…and I’ll show you how to get these ingredients for a fraction of that…

…but before I do, there’s two other big aging-skin problems we need to fix:

The first is moisture.

It’s so important if you want your skin to stay plump and dewey.

So that’s why we also made hyaluronic acid part of our daily treatment.

This little compound is like a sponge for moisture…

…each molecule can hold up to 1000 times its own weight in water!

So if you apply it daily, it can really plump up your skin…

In fact, all the popular wrinkle filler injections like JuveDerm are mostly made up of
hyaluronic acid!



That’s how well it works to lift and plump the skin…

So it’s a must-have for complete anti-aging…

And that leads me to the final problem we needed to solve: free radicals.

Recall that these are the little “pac mans” that chow down on healthy skin cells…

If your skin is spotted, dull or leathery, it has a lot to do with those nasty free radicals…

So to fix this, we found an amazing compound called Stay-C.

It’s a patented Vitamin C derivative, and it works similar to those expensive chemical
peels.

It zaps the “free radicals” in your skin…

And Stay-C is the very best ingredient we found for this.

In fact, just look at how potent it is:

What you’re seeing is a 10% improvement in skin brightness, over a 12-week clinical
study with 39 women.6

In a separate study of twelve women - also twelve weeks long - Stay-C led to a similar
decrease in skin roughness.7

And Stay-C has even been shown to help with acne, and protect against exposure to
things like toxins and sunshine…

And if you’re like most women, you’ve tried Vitamin C serums…

But we tested them all, and Stay-C is way more advanced than anything we found at
drugstores, Sephora, and even the high end brands.

So these five ingredients make up a complete, daily anti-aging routine…

7 Asia-Pacific Skin Testing Center, Facial cream 12-week controlled usage study, sponsored by DSM
Nutritional Products

6 J. H. Herndon et al., J Drugs Dermatol. 2016
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For wrinkles and texture… for moisture and plumpness… and for spotting and
brightness…

And working with our chemists, we realized we could bring them all together…

…into a simple daily anti-aging treatment…

A “one and done” topical that would target every sign of aging…

And here’s what’s really amazing…

These ingredients are as good as it gets…

They’re truly the “creme de la creme.”

So you can expect the same kind of results you’d get from a bunch of expensive,
painful, procedures at a dermatologist…

But thanks to our chemists, you can get that tight, bright, “who did your work?” skin…

without stepping foot into a doctor’s office…

without paying thousands of dollars…

And you’re not solving just one skin problem…

You’re getting the full anti-aging package!

We call it the Del Mar Labs Total Package Serum…

It’s just a few luxurious drops a day…

It can replace a whole cabinet of topicals…

…and when we brought all of these ingredients together, something very special
happened:

Maybe you’ve heard that expression…

“The whole is greater than the sum of its parts?”



Well, that’s exactly what we’re seeing with these little drops of heaven.

In fact, the results can be so surprising that you’ll probably think what a lot of us
thought…

“So this is what a skincare treatment is supposed to do!”

Because unlike so many of the skincare scams out there, our Total Package Serum isn’t
just a “cover up”.

Each ingredient has been clinically tested and proven to penetrate deep down into your
skin…

…and deliver truly repairing, restorative effects.

Plumping it, lifting it, brightening it…

It’s the sort of transformation that’s going to make you feel so much more confident!

Have you ever seen a woman walk into a room with perfect skin and wondered “what’s
her secret… what’s she doing different from me?”

Well, that’s exactly what everyone is going to be thinking about you after you start using
this new daily one-and-done!

If you’re married, your husband is going to be shocked…

…and he might ask you which credit card you used for the expensive medspa visits!

And if you’re single, get ready for some raised eyebrows when you finally divulge your
real age…

Because remember - with our Total Package Serum, you’ve got the full anti-aging
package.

If you know anything about Del Mar Labs, you know we’ve been extremely cautious
about recommending topical products.

As we like to say, most of them are like “coats of paint, on a crumbling wall.”



So we refused to launch another “me too” formula.

This Total Package Serum was over a year in the making…

And it’s loaded with the most potent, cutting-edge skin repair ingredients in the world.

All you need is a few pumps…

Once when you wake up in the morning…

And again when you’re going to bed at night…

You’ll put thousands of dollars of anti-aging technology to work on your skin.

Everyone’s results will vary, but you’ll likely see some big changes in fifteen days…

…and within a month, that’s when you can expect to see at least ten years of aging
“wiped away” from your face.

Just apply a pump on your forehead…

Another pump or two to cover your smile lines and your eye bags…

Then a few pumps for your cheeks, your mouth, and your marionette lines…

Then you’re done…

No need for five, six or seven different topicals…

This luxurious, lightweight, serum spreads easily, and penetrates your skin fast…

…so you can spend less time in front of the mirror, and more time enjoying
compliments.

And I know what you’re thinking…

“This formula is going to cost a fortune.”

And well… it should cost a fortune.



If this serum sold somewhere like Saks or Bloomingdales…

Or a dermatologist’s office…

It would cost at least $300.

It would have to…

because each of the active compounds are included at their correct, clinically studied
dose…

If it didn’t, we couldn’t legally show you pictures of those amazing results from the
clinical studies.

But we’re not charging $300…

—

Instead, we’ve settled on a price of $120 for a thirty-day supply…

That’s the price on our website…

Yet right here, for this special launch promotion, we’re going to give you an instant
discount…

So today, you’ll pay just $59 for a one-month supply… that’s a full 50% off!

—

And you’ll invest even less if you decide to order three or six units.

So please, click on the button below to get your order started now.

At this price, it feels like a gift…

And it’s one we’re happy to offer…

Because we don’t have to pay a retail markup.



Not only that, but we were able to negotiate some breathtaking discounts from our
ingredient suppliers…

…frankly, they were eager to earn Del Mar’s business…

They know how many choices we had…

And unlike Del Mar Labs, most of their customers sell products that cost $300 and up.

So they were excited to work with us, and get these incredible anti-aging ingredients out
to a much bigger audience.

And that’s why we’re offering this 50% off sale today - we want to spread the word, too.

And we know that the best way to do that is to get this one-and-done, anti-aging wonder
out to as many women as possible.

And we back up every single order with a full year of purchase protection.

So you can place your Total Package Serum order with total confidence…

Because even though you’ll probably see some amazing results in just thirty days… you
have a full year to see what it does for your skin!

If it isn’t the very best anti-aging treatment you’ve ever used, then we insist on giving
you your money back.

We make it easy, and hassle-free…

Just contact us at 1-888-361-8645…

Or email us at mail@delmarlaboratories.com.

And of course, your order is 100% secure, with the same secure encryption used by
Amazon and Apple.

So please, click on the button now to get your order started.

And if you’re not certain which package to buy, I’d suggest you go for a bigger one.



I’m sure you’ve heard what a mess the supply chains are right now.

As I record this, we only have 2000 units in stock… and we know they’ll move incredibly
fast.

It took us 3 months to get this round produced…

And we’ve been told it could be even longer next time…

It’d be such a shame to leave now, with this total package, anti-aging serum finally
available…

Only to come back and find that it’s sold out.

And here’s something that’s possibly worse…

Ordering just one bottle…

Absolutely loving it… as I know you will…

…then finding that we’re still on backorder when it’s time to renew.

That’s the surest path to regret… so please, click on the button below, to get your order
started now.

You’re about to see a remarkable change in your skin…

Our tri-peptide blend is going to help erase the appearance of both types of wrinkles…

We’ve got the potent dose of hyaluronic acid to flood your skin with moisture…

And a clinical measurement of Stay-C, to smooth out your roughness…

and blur out those age spots for a bright, vibrant complexion.

There’s just no other product as complete…

…and I’d truly hate for you to miss out on this little gift from heaven (and the world’s
best chemists!).



So please, click on the button below to get your order started right now.

Because if you’re still here, then I know you’re interested, so here are your two
options…

Option 1 is, well… keep doing what you’re doing!

And if you’re happy with your skincare routine, then I really can’t argue with you.

But chances are you’re not happy with your routine… or your skin… if you’re still here.

You’re spending too much, on too many products…

…and the wrinkles, the sagging and the other signs of aging just keep getting worse.

I’ve been there.

Everyone in our office has been there.

Millions of women have been there.

Millions of women find their wrinkles continue to get deeper,

Their skin keeps betraying them, sagging and looking worse with every passing year…

And until today, the only way to fix that was to spend thousands of dollars on overpriced
products…

…or painful, invasive treatments.

But today, there’s another option:

Give the Del Mar Labs Total Package Serum a try.

It’s five of the most potent anti-aging ingredients in the world…

And it’s a difference you’ll see as soon as 15 short days from now.

This can be your time… your moment…



To put your beauty first…

To say “yes, I’m ready to look like myself again…”

To look on the outside, as young and lively as you feel on the inside…

It’s your time to radiate with youth, beauty, and elegance every time you step out of the
house.

To go from ignored in the shadows, to glowing with attention.

You know you deserve it…

For yourself, and for everyone in your life.

It’s time to smooth out those wrinkles…

It’s time to tighten up those sagging eyebags and cheeks…

It’s time to look gorgeous again…

Just give our new Total Package Serum a try, and remember…

You’re covered by a year of purchase protection…

And when you order today, you’ll save 50% off our standard pricing.

So I think you know what you need to do now…

Just click on the button below, and choose your Total Package to get started.

Thanks again for being here…

For me, and everyone on the team, we can’t wait to have you join us!




